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A key challenge of designing distributed software systems is
maintaining data consistency. We can define data consistency
and data isolation guarantees –e.g. serializability– in terms
of schedules of atomic reads and writes, but this excludes
schedules that would be semantically consistent. Others use
manually provided information on “non-conflicting operations” to define guarantees that work for more applications allowing more parallel schedules. To be safe, an engineer might
avoid marking operations as non-conflicting, with detrimental effects to efficiency. To be fast, they might mark more
non-conflicting operations than is strictly safe.
Our goal is to help engineers by automatically deriving commutative operations (using their respective contracts) such
that more parallel schedules with global consistency are possible. We define a new general consistency and isolation guarantee named “Return-Value Serializability” to check consistency claims automatically, and we present distributed event
processing algorithms that make use of the same “Contractbased Commutativity” information. We validated both the
definitions and the algorithms using model-checking with
tla+ . Previous work provided evidence that local coordination avoidance such as applied here has a significant positive
effect on the performance of distributed transaction systems.
Client-centric return-value commutativity promises to hit
a sweet spot in design trade-offs for business applications,
such as payment systems, that must scale-out while their
operations are not embarrassingly parallel and consistency
guarantees are of the highest priority. It can also provide design feedback, indicating that some operations will simply
not scale together even before a line of code has been written.
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1 Introduction

Fast implementations of serializability and other strongly consistent isolation levels are inherently complex in a distributed
setting, due to the inherent trade-off between performance
and consistency. Typical approaches to increase concurrency
of distributed operations operate at the level of low-level reads
and writes. Looking at higher-level abstractions (methods, operations, etc.), however, allows for more leniency: more schedules of operations are serializable because the semantics of
high-level operations is used directly, rather than decomposed
in their constituent parts. Weikum’s multi-level serializability [28] is a model of how this can work. State-dependent commutativity and return-value commutativity describe when it
is safe to reorder operations without violating serializability.
For instance, deposits on the same bank account are commutative and therefore non-conflicting. In practice this means that
deposit operations can be reordered (swapped) resulting in
the same account balance, but potentially better performance.
As long as no later operations expose the intermediate state
this swap is valid under serializability.
These descriptive formalisms are not used much in practice
due to use-case specificity and the need for manual specification of non-conflicting operations. In this paper we propose a
constructive alternative, called Contract-Based Commutativity (cbc) that can be leveraged at run time to determine if operations are potentially commutative. Next to that we formalize (and implement), Local-Coordination Avoidance (LoCA),
which uses cbc to increase parallelism in high-contention
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Table 1. All contributions, concepts and abbreviations introduced and referenced in this paper.
Abbr.

Description

Contribution
or related work

cbc

Contract-Based Commutativity (cbc), a constructive definition to determine which
operations can safely run concurrently at run time without violation of serializability.
A sufficient condition for sdc and rvc.
Optimized variant of cbc, used in the LoCA implementation.
Static cbc, an encoding in smt that allows computing static cbc for state-machine
models, including an comparison between SIE and scbc.
Return-Value Serializability (rv-ser), a serializability definition and formalization
for high-level operations in tla+ which defines if a schedule is compatible with
observed return values when swapping operations, using the same contract as cbc.
Local Coordination Avoidance (LoCA), an algorithm, formalization and implementation leveraging conflict-relations at run time to increase concurrency. Contributed
conflict-relations cbc* and statically determined scbc maintain rv-ser.

Contribution

3

Contribution
Contribution

3
5.1

Contribution

4, 6, 7

Contribution
and Soethout
et al. [23, 25]

5, 6, 7

cbc*
scbc
rv-ser
LoCA

2pl/2pc Two-Phase Locking/Two-Phase Commit, respectively providing Isolation and
Atomicity. Used as building blocks for LoCA and to show rv-ser is sufficient to find
serializability violations in a bugged formalization.
IE
Independent Events, a definition of independent operation pairs, guaranteeing local
internal state machine consistency, but not global serializability.
SIE
Subset of IE, statically determined for all possible object states using an smt solver.
ci
Client-Centric Isolation model, on which rv-ser is inspired, based on low-level
reads and writes.
sdc
State-Dependent Commutativity, a definition based on return values, describing
when schedules with swapped operations are serializable given a specific state.
rvc
Return-Value Commutativity, a definition based on return values, describing when
schedules with swapped operations are serializable given an arbitrary sequence
of previous operations.
scenarios, while maintaining serializability isolation guarantees. In order to validate the correctness of the algorithm, the
notion of Return-Value Serializability (rv-ser), based on the
same contracts as cbc, is defined and formally specified in
tla+ . The LoCA algorithm is validated using model checking
to maintain rv-ser.
Our approach focuses on (distributed) state machines with
clearly defined operations, but can be generalized to other
settings. Communication is done via transactions of synchronized operations, in which multiple objects do atomic synchronized transitions. For instance, a withdraw on a bank account
needs to happen atomically with a deposit on another account
state machine. The contract is that each operation has a return
value and effect given an object state.
For example, take a simple bank account, with a balance 𝑏, and higher level operations Deposit and Withdraw.
The contract is denoted as: operation(arguments)/effect↑
return value. To prevent overdraft, Withdraws check if enough
balance is available and only then returns an updated state:
Withdraw (𝑎)/if (𝑏 ≥ 𝑎) 𝑏 − 𝑎 else 𝑏 ↑𝑏 ≥ 𝑎. Deposits always

Sect.

Gray and
5, 6, 7
Lamport [10], tla+
model [24]
Soethout et al. [23,
5
25]
Soethout et al. [23]
5
Crooks et al. [7],
4, 7
tla+ model [24]
Weikum and
2, 3
Vossen [28]
Weikum and
2, 3
Vossen [28]

return success (ok): Deposit (𝑎)/𝑏 +𝑎 ↑ok. The simplest way
to guarantee isolation is to only have a single operation active
at any moment in time, but this also means that operations
have to wait on each other. LoCA with cbc allows multiple
operations active at the same moment in time, but only when
local object invariants and global serializability invariants are
maintained, e.g. multiple Withdraw operations can only run in
parallel if there is enough balance available for all. cbc checks
if committing or aborting the operation does not change the
return values (success of the withdraw) of the others.
Earlier variants of LoCA based on Independent Events [23,
25] instead of cbc, can exhibit non-serializable behavior where
operations are applied in different order on different objects,
even though the behavior is locally consistent and does not
violate the object consistency/lifecycle definitions. This paper
improves on this by guaranteeing serializable behavior with
cbc. Since LoCA parallelizes operations when they are nonconflicting, performance improvements in high-contention
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scenarios are similar to Independent Events [23, 25] for cbc operations. The formalization of LoCA and rv-ser in tla+ also
enables validating of run-time schedules of implementations.
This paper’s contributions are detailed in Table 1 including
section references and the most important abbreviations used.
Section 2 gives background on the grounding of rv-ser and
cbc. Sections 3 to 6 describe the main contributions. Section 7
evaluates the formalizations with model checking approach
in tla+ to show that interleaved processes using LoCA
indeed maintain rv-ser. Discussion of the work including
threats to validity are found in Section 8. Lastly we discuss related work (Section 9), and conclude in Section 10. All source
code and reproducibility scripts are available on Zenodo [22].

−10𝑡𝐵1 +10𝑡𝐴1 −20𝑡𝐵2 +20𝑡𝐴2 and −20𝑡𝐵2 +20𝑡𝐴2 −10𝑡𝐵1 +10𝑡𝐴1 , because it
results in the same end state.
sdc. State-Dependent Commutativity describes if two
operations 𝑝 and 𝑞 are commutative in a concrete object state
𝜎. 𝑝 and 𝑞 are sdc if schedule 𝑝𝑞𝜔 =⇒ 𝑞𝑝𝜔, where the return
values of 𝑝, 𝑞 and all possible later operations 𝜔 should stay
the same when 𝑝 and 𝑞 are swapped given state 𝜎.
rvc. Return-Value Commutativity abstracts from a
concrete run-time state and looks at all possible sequences
of previous operations 𝛼, instead of only to a state 𝜎:
𝛼𝑝𝑞𝜔 =⇒ 𝛼𝑞𝑝𝜔, where also the return values should be the
same when 𝑝 and 𝑞 are swapped.

2 Background:
State-Dependent Commutativity (sdc)
and Return-Value Commutativity (rvc)

Return Values. Both definitions depend on the notion of
return values. An operation (e.g. +20𝐴 ↑ok) is invoked on an
entity (𝐴), has a name or type (Deposit/+), input parameters
(20) and return values (ok). All operation have an either
explicit (+50𝐴 ↑nok) or implicit (GetBalance𝐴 ↑100) success
(ok) or failure (nok) return value. These return values should
not differ when 𝑝 and 𝑞 are swapped.

Aguilera and Terry [2] identify two kinds of consistency: state
consistency and operation consistency. State consistency covers when an application is in a correct state using invariants
on states. This definition is very application specific, because
it is defined on application dependent states and corresponds
to the consistency in acid. Operation consistency concerns
operations that may return values and relates to isolation in
acid. This is often depicted as abstract operations such as
reads, writes on data items. Note that operation consistency
allows an application’s state to be inconsistent as long as it
is not visible/inconsistent for clients querying/doing operations: external operation consistency is maintained. State
consistency is defined by invariants on operations and the
local object state.
Weikum and Vossen look at higher-level operations and
describe State-Dependent Commutativity and Return-Value
Commutativity [28] as a way that enables multi-level serializability. Informally, non-conflicting, commutative operations
can be swapped in a schedule while maintaining serializability. Swapping commutative operations is a proof that the
schedule is equivalent to a serial schedule and thus also valid
under serializable isolation. The main insight is that operations are commutative on a higher semantic level, and if their
direct lower level children such as reads and writes on data are
atomic (no crossing tree arcs), they can be swapped without
loss of serializability.
Non-conflicting operations are either on different objects (𝐴.Deposit (𝑥) and 𝐵.Withdraw (𝑥)); or commutative
(𝐴.Deposit (𝑥) and 𝐴.Deposit (𝑦)).
A schedule with operations, 𝐴.Withdraw (𝑥) and
𝐴.Deposit (𝑥) of transaction 𝑡𝑖 on object 𝐴 are abbreviated
respectively as +𝑥 𝑡𝐴𝑖 and −𝑥 𝑡𝐴𝑖 . Schedule −10𝑡𝐵1 −20𝑡𝐵2 +20𝑡𝐴2 +10𝑡𝐴1
is not serializable under Adya’s [1] and Crooks’[7] reads/writes level models, since there is a cycle in the dependency
graph between transactions: 𝑡 1 ↔ 𝑡 2 . However at a higher
operation level it is equivalent to serializable orders:

3 Contract-Based Commutativity:
actionable sdc and rvc

sdc and rvc describe formally when sequences of operations
are serializable. In order to use this knowledge in practice we
require a constructive form that can be used at run time to
determine when swapping and concurrent operations are safe.
Contract-Based Commutativity (cbc) is geared towards
local run-time computability in an object, without communication with other objects. Given in-progress operations, it
determines if a new incoming operation can run concurrently
without violating consistency and isolation guarantees. cbc
defines constructive requirements, which are sufficient for
sdc and rvc.
To exploit these higher level semantics cbc depends on
detecting conflicting operations. Operations on different
objects are always non-conflicting and operations that expose
the same return values when swapped are non-conflicting
depending on the operations and the object state. In order
to detect the latter, cbc requires a contract on the operations
of the object, consisting of two deterministic side-effect free
functions. The effect determines the next internal object’s
state and the return value determine which values are
exposed to the outside.
First we look at computing dynamically cbc at run time.
An object locally determines which operations are safe to
run in parallel. Next (Section 5.1) we look at which of these
operations are always safely parallelized independently
of the run-time state. This reduces run-time computation
overhead for specific use cases. The parallel here is with
respectively sdc and rvc. Dynamic cbc is valid in a specific
run-time state 𝜎 from sdc, where static cbc holds in all
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Table 2. cbc for different return values ok / nok. Properties
in braces are always true/tautologies. ≡ is state equivalence.
cbc(𝑠,𝑝,𝑞)

𝑞 ↑ok

𝑞 ↑nok

𝑝 ↑ok

𝑞 ↑ok in 𝑠 ∧
𝑞 ↑ok in 𝑠𝑝 ∧
(𝑝 ↑ok in 𝑠) ∧
𝑝 ↑ok in 𝑠𝑞 ∧
𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡𝑠𝑞𝑝

𝑞 ↑nok in 𝑠 ∧
𝑞 ↑nok in 𝑠𝑝 ∧
(𝑝 ↑ok in 𝑠) ∧
(𝑝 ↑ok in 𝑠𝑞 ) ∧
𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡𝑠𝑞𝑝

𝑝 ↑nok (in 𝑠) 𝑞 ↑ok in 𝑠 ∧
(𝑞 ↑ok in 𝑠𝑝 ) ∧
(𝑝 ↑nok in 𝑠) ∧
𝑝 ↑nok in 𝑠𝑞 ∧
𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡𝑠𝑞𝑝

observed that generalizes to arbitrary return values:
cbc(𝑠,𝑝,𝑞) = 𝑞 ↑rv𝑞 in 𝑠

∧

𝑞 ↑rv𝑞 in 𝑠𝑝

∧

𝑝 ↑rv 𝑝 in 𝑠

∧

𝑝 ↑rv 𝑝 in 𝑠𝑞

∧

𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡𝑠𝑝𝑞
where 𝑞’s return value rv𝑞 is the same in 𝑠 and after 𝑝 in 𝑠𝑝 ,
and 𝑝’s return value rv 𝑝 is the same in 𝑠 and after 𝑞 in 𝑠𝑞 .
Above definition leads to a constructive, computable definition under the assumption that return values can be calculated
deterministically without side effects from a state and an
operation using retVal(𝑠,𝑜) : State×Operation → ReturnValue.
cbc is defined as follows:

𝑞 ↑nok in 𝑠 ∧
(𝑞 ↑nok in 𝑠𝑝 ) ∧
(𝑝 ↑nok in 𝑠) ∧
(𝑝 ↑nok in 𝑠𝑞 ) ∧
(𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡𝑠𝑞𝑝 )

cbc(𝑠,𝑝,𝑞) = retVal(𝑠,𝑝) ≡ retVal(𝑠𝑞 ,𝑝)∧
retVal(𝑠𝑝 ,𝑞) ≡ retVal(𝑠,𝑞)∧
𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡𝑠𝑞𝑝
𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡𝑠𝑞𝑝 might lead to false negatives (operations not being
marked as cbc), but never to false positives (operations
erroneously being marked as cbc).
If 𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡ 𝑠𝑞𝑝 would be omitted, the definition would be
wrong. For example, when tracking a history of past deposits
and withdrawals in a bank accoun t and a later query
operation (part of 𝜔) returns this sequence, Deposit and
Withdraw should no longer be cbc. Because the history is not
represented in the return values of 𝑝 and 𝑞 but can be visible
in later operations. Such a model with a history sequence
is thus inherently non-parallelizable, but another model, for
example tracking a set instead of sequence is. cbc can be
used to detect this, as is shown in Section 7.

possible run-time states, corresponding with all possible
previous sequences of operations 𝛼 from rvc.
3.1

Computing cbc at Run Time

Consider a run-time object which receives an operation
(return value yet to be calculated). Its current internal state
𝑠 is known. Now, since the operation is part of a larger set
of operations on multiple objects (transaction), it can abort
due to another object. So, before the operation is definitely
committed, it is not final and its effects can not yet be applied.
The object can thus have one or more of these tentative
operations queued. When another operated arrives, it decides
wether it can already determine the return values, or wait
until more tentative operations finish.
In order to define cbc(𝑠, 𝑝, 𝑞), for a runtime state 𝑠 and
operations 𝑝 and 𝑞 we look at a simple abstraction, based on
operations that can only return ok and nok. Table 2 contains
the different case distinctions possible, 𝑝 and 𝑞 either return
ok or nok. This directly corresponds with sdc’s 𝑝𝑞𝜔 =⇒ 𝑞𝑝𝜔.
The matching return values in 𝜔 are over-approximated by
equating the post state in both orders (𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡ 𝑠𝑝𝑞 ), since any
difference in return values in later operations can only come
from difference in internal state. The first row corresponds
with cbc(𝑠,𝑝 ↑ok,𝑞), where 𝑞 has two possible return values
(per column). Operation 𝑝 with return value ok is already
in progress, meaning it is waiting on the transactions to
signal to commit and apply 𝑝. cbc holds if 𝑞 returns the
same values in state 𝑠 and 𝑠𝑝 . 𝑠𝑝 denotes state 𝑠 with 𝑝’s
effects applied. 𝑝 tautologically returns ok in 𝑠 for this row,
because 𝑝 is already in-progress given state 𝑠. For the 𝑞 ↑ok
column it has to be checked if 𝑝 still returns ok when 𝑞 is first
applied. For 𝑞 ↑nok this is always the case, because effects
of nok operations are always empty, meaning that 𝑠 ≡ 𝑠𝑞 .
When leaving in the tautological properties a pattern can be

Example. Consider the following example with cbc, based
on money transfers between two bank accounts without
overdraft (balance ≥ e 0). There are three transactions
e10

e20

e30

𝑇1 : 𝐵 −→ 𝐴,𝑇2 : 𝐵 −→ 𝐴,𝑇3 : 𝐴 −→ 𝐵 , transferring money
between the accounts 𝐴 to 𝐵 with a respective starting
balance of e 0 and e 100. Where each transfer consists of
a withdrawal (−10𝐵 ) and deposit (+10𝐴 ) operation on the
relevant account. A Withdraw returns nok if not enough
balance is available, otherwise ok. Deposit always returns ok.
A
possible
run-time
trace
is:
+10𝐴 +30𝐵 +20𝐴 −20𝐵 −30𝐴 −10𝐵 , where all operations
have ok return values. Operations are ordered differently on
the different accounts, because of arrival order.: 𝐴 : h𝑇1,𝑇2,𝑇3 i
and 𝐵 : h𝑇3,𝑇2,𝑇1 i
Applying cbc shows if this schedule is compatible with
a serializable schedule. A schedule is serializable when all
operations of all transactions do not interleave with other
transaction’s operations. In order to find out if the current
schedule is compatible or equivalent with a serial schedule,
we consider swappable operations with respect to cbc.
Operations on different objects (or in this case accounts) are
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always commutative and can be swapped, so it is sufficient
to see if both accounts’ operations can be swapped to arrive
at the same transaction order.
For 𝐵 to arrive at h𝑇1,𝑇2,𝑇3 i two cbc-swaps are required:
cbc(𝐵 +30 ,−20,−10)

cbc(𝐵,+30,−10)

+30𝐵 −20𝐵 −10𝐵
=⇒
+30𝐵 −10𝐵 −20𝐵
=⇒
−10𝐵 −20𝐵 +30𝐵 , where 𝐵 +30 represents the state of 𝐵 with
effects of shown operation applied. So, if cbc(e 130,−20,−10)
and cbc(e 100,+30,−10) hold, these schedules are compatible
and the original schedule is serializable.

cbc(𝑠,[𝑜],𝑜𝑖 )

=

cbc(𝑠,𝑜,𝑜𝑖 )

cbc(𝑠,[𝑜 1,..,𝑜𝑛−1,𝑜𝑛 ],𝑜𝑖 )

=

cbc(𝑠,[𝑜 1,..,𝑜𝑛−1 ],𝑜𝑖 )∧ (A)
cbc(𝑠 1..𝑛−1,𝑜𝑛 ,𝑜𝑖 )∧

(B)

cbc(𝑠,[𝑜 1,..,𝑜𝑛−1 ],𝑜𝑛 )

(C)

cbc holds when: (A) 𝑜𝑖 is cbc without the last operation in
progress; (B) 𝑜𝑖 is cbc with the last in-progress operations in
the state with all earlier operations applied (𝑠 1..𝑛−1 ); and (C)
also the last in-progress operation 𝑜𝑛 is cbc with all previous
in-progress operations.
An implementation can skip calculating part C, because
arriving at an incoming operation 𝑜𝑖 at cbc(𝑠, [𝑜 1,..,𝑜𝑛 ],𝑜𝑖 ),
means that cbc(𝑠, [𝑜 1, ..,𝑜𝑛−1 ],𝑜𝑛 ) is already determined at
an earlier stage, when 𝑜𝑛 was the incoming operation. This
means that an implementation can compute cbc as follows:

cbc(e 130,−20,−10) = ok ≡ ok∧ok ≡ ok∧e 100 ≡ e 100
cbc(e 100,+30,−10) = ok ≡ ok∧ok ≡ ok∧e 120 ≡ e 120
Both hold, so the swap is valid, and thus the original
schedule is cbc-equivalent to a serial order and thus serializable. Note that both cbc-checks above are also checked by
computing cbc(𝐵, [+30,−20],+10) in an implementation, as
covered in the next section.
A non-equivalent schedule with the same order of
operations, but with account 𝐵 also starting with a state of
e 0, results in not allowing the same swaps and therefore not
being serializable, since cbc(e 0,+30,−10) does not hold:

cbc*(𝑠,𝑂,𝑜𝑖 ) =∀𝑜𝑛 ∈𝑂.cbc(𝑠 1..𝑛−1,𝑜𝑛 ,𝑜𝑖 )

(1)

where 𝑂 is de sequence of in-progress operations. This
optimized version of cbc, dubbed cbc*, is used in the LoCA
implementation in Section 5 to achieve serializable isolation
with increased concurrency.

cbc(e 30,−20,−10) = ok ≡ ok∧ok ≡ ok∧e 0 ≡ e 0

4 Return-Value Serializability

cbc(e 0,+30,−10) = ok ≡ ok∧ok ≡ nok∧e 20 ≡ e 30

Definitions of isolation guarantees, such as Adya [1], use read
and write operations to determine violations. In order to also
define these guarantees on higher level operations and fairly
evaluate algorithms leveraging cbc, this section introduces
Return-Value Serializability (rv-ser). rv-ser defines which
schedules are serializable w.r.t. commutative operations
and is formalized in tla+ , which enables model checking
of schedules of operations and algorithms which capture
such schedules. The definitions follow a structure similar to a
client-centric isolation model from Crooks et al. [7], referred
to as Crooks’ Isolation (ci), and the formalization in tla+
builds on earlier work [24].

This property can be calculated at run time, because all
arguments are available locally. When more operations
are in progress, the new incoming operation should be cbc
with all of them, meaning it can be swapped to become the
earliest operation in progress. When an incoming operation
is not cbc it need to be delayed until offending in-progress
operations commit or abort.
3.2 cbc for Multiple In-progress Operations
The approach sketched so far only considers a pair of two
operations. This section describes the induction step from
cbc(𝑠,𝑜 1,𝑜𝑖 ) to cbc(𝑠, [𝑜 1,..,𝑜𝑛 ],𝑜𝑖 ), where 𝑜 1,..,𝑜𝑛 represent
multiple in-progress operations.
For example, first no operations are in progress on an
object. A first operation 𝑜 1 , part of a transaction 𝑡 1 can start
processing. Due to other (slower) participants, it is not known
if the 𝑜 1 actually commits and if 𝑜 1 ’s effects should be applied.
In a locking implementation, another arriving operation 𝑜 2
has to wait unit 𝑡 1 commits or aborts. However, if cbc(𝑠,𝑜 1,𝑜 2 )
holds, 𝑜 1 and 𝑜 2 can effectively be swapped, without changing
the return values of both. Schedules 𝑜 1𝑜 2 and 𝑜 2𝑜 1 are
compatible, because cbc(𝑠,𝑜 1,𝑜 2 ) holds. Therefore 𝑜 2 can also
be started. Now there are two operations in progress.
When another operation 𝑜 3 arrives, it effectively must be
swappable with both in-progress operations in order to stay serializable, because all swapping orders need to be compatible.
cbc with multiple in-progress operations, represented as
a list of operations in the second argument, is reducible to
cbc with a single in-progress operation:

Crooks’ Isolation. This client-centric model of database
isolation defines which sets of observed transactions,
consisting of read and write operations with their values,
are valid under different isolation levels. For each level, such
as serializability, a commit test defines if the set complies.
Only a single possible ordering of transactions, adhering to
the commit test has to exist. This means that the observed
transaction could have occurred under that isolation level.
∃𝑒 ∈ 𝐸.∀𝑡 ∈𝑇 : CT𝐼 (𝑡,𝑒)
defines for an isolation level 𝐼 , and its commit test CT𝐼 ,
where 𝐸 is the set of all possible orderings of transactions
(executions) and 𝑇 is the set of observed transactions.
Executions 𝐸 consist of transactions as a whole, constructed
by applying the writes of the transaction to the previous state.
Commit tests check if reading from earlier state is valid. In
this paper we focus on serializability, but the approach can be
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extended to different levels. The commit test for serializability
under ci specifies that all reads should be able to read the
observed value from the direct parent state.

Note that Withdraw operations do not update the balance
when not enough balance is available.


rv-ser. The main insight for rv-ser is to not look at reads
and writes, or try to map higher operations to lower level
reads/writes, but to consider operations at a higher level
as a whole. This is based on multi-level serializability by
Weikum and Vossen [28], which states that if operations
are not interleaving on a lower-level, they can be swapped
on the higher level if non-conflicting, while maintaining
serializability. Similar to the client-centric approach, rv-ser
considers observed values from the operations, in this case
the values returned by the operations. For low levels this
corresponds to the read or written values, but for higher level
operations, this is different, e.g. a Withdraw or Deposit might
just return ok or nok to signal operation success of failure
and a GetBalance operation returns a single balance value.
As commit test for serializability, rv-ser defines that
newly computed return values for all operations should be
the same as the observed return values:
∀𝑜 ↑𝑜 ′ ∈𝑇 .retVal(𝑠𝑝 ,𝑜) ≡𝑜 ′

𝑠0 
 𝑠123 
 𝑠12 
 𝑠1 
𝐴 ↦→ 0 𝑇1 𝐴 ↦→ 10 𝑇2 𝐴 ↦→ 30 𝑇3 𝐴 ↦→ 0
−→
−→
−→
𝐵 ↦→ 30
𝐵 ↦→ 0
𝐵 ↦→ 0
𝐵 ↦→ 0

Now the commit test for 𝑇2 fails: retVal(𝑠 1,+20𝐴 ) = ok and
retVal(𝑠 1,−20𝐵 ) = nok, which are different from the observed
return values in the schedule. Other executions with different
transaction orderings also fail the commit test. This means
that this schedule is not rv-ser.
rv-ser in tla+ . rv-ser is formalized in tla+ and confirms
these examples. tla+ [15] is a formal specification language
for action-based modeling of programs, algorithms and (distributed) systems [6, 10, 11, 17, 18]. tla+ models states and
transitions and its accompanying model checker tlc checks
properties on each state, providing counter examples with
error traces. This formalization enables checking sets of observed transactions, and validating if algorithms (tracking observed transactions) implement rv-ser. The source code and
instructions on how to run are found on Zenodo [22]. In Section 7 we see that rv-ser finds serializability bugs in a known
serializable algorithm (Two-Phase Locking) when bug-seeded
and validates LoCA which leverages cbc to be serializable.

(2)

where 𝑜 ′ represents the observed return value, which should
be equivalent to the return values in 𝑜’s parent state in the
execution 𝑠𝑝 .
The main differences with Crooks’ Isolation are:

5 Local Coordination Avoidance (LoCA)

• Operations consist of observed return values, a retVal
function to calculate return values given arbitrary state
and an effect function to calculate next state eff (𝑠,𝑜).
This is the same contact as for cbc.
• Commit test checks return values, instead of read/write
values

The LoCA algorithm leverages cbc* in a local object at run
time, in order to increase concurrency and with that improve
throughput and latency, while maintaining (return-value) serializability. It supports statically computed cbc pairs or computes cbc at run time based on current state, and effects and return values of operations using Equation (1). LoCA is also implemented [23, 25] using the Akka actor framework, using 2pc
for atomicity. LoCA is compatible with sdifferent consensus
or atomic commit algorithms, such as Raft [19] and Paxos [14].

Examples. Consider the same execution schedule as before, now including return values: +10𝐴 ↑ok;+30𝐵 ↑ok;+20𝐴 ↑
ok;−20𝐵 ↑ok;−30𝐴 ↑ok;−10𝐵 ↑ok consisting of three transactions: 𝑇1 = h+10𝐴 ↑ok,−10𝐵 ↑oki, 𝑇2 = h+20𝐴 ↑ok,−20𝐵 ↑oki
and 𝑇3 = h−30𝐴 ↑ok,+30𝐵 ↑oki.
Below we see the execution of h𝑇1,𝑇2,𝑇3 i. An execution
consists of data(base) states with keys and values, each next
state is determined by applying the operations of the relevant
transactions.
 𝑠12 
 𝑠123 
 𝑠1 
 𝑠0 
𝐴 ↦→ 0 𝑇1 𝐴 ↦→ 10 𝑇2 𝐴 ↦→ 30 𝑇3 𝐴 ↦→ 0
−→
−→
−→
𝐵 ↦→ 70
𝐵 ↦→ 100
𝐵 ↦→ 90
𝐵 ↦→ 100

LoCA in a nutshell. LoCA is an algorithm that can be
locally run in a (distributed) object that receives commands
to execute. It requires a conflict relation, such as cbc, to determines when it is safe to run multiple operations concurrently.
If objects need to synchronize with other objects LoCA uses
the two-phase commit (2pc) protocol in order to assure atomicity: either all objects do the operation, or none. Two-phase
locking (2pl) is used to ensure isolation, but different conflict
relations result in different isolation guarantees. LoCA with
cbc as conflict relation is (return-value) serializable.
When a LoCA object receives an operation, it starts a
2pc resource manager to handle communication with other
objects. If other operations are already in progress, it first
checks if the incoming operation is compatible (using the
conflict relation) with already in-progress operations. If
non-compatible the operation is delayed until compatibility
is detected or all in-progress operations finish.

For all transactions, as per the commit test above (Equation (2)) all operations have the same return values given the
parent state in this execution as the observed return value,
e.g. for 𝑇2 : retVal(𝑠 1, +20𝐴 ) = ok and retVal(𝑠 1, −20𝐵 ) = ok.
This means that this execution is serializable, and therefore
the original schedule is compatible and also serializable.
The other example with the same schedule, except 𝐵’s
starting balance is also 0, results in a different execution.
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rv-ser is formalized similarly to ci [24] in tla+ . The formalization of 2pl/2pc and cbc are structured similarly to the
formalization of 2pl/2pc and Crooks’ Isolation [7] in related
work [24]. Full tla+ source code is available online [22].

Table 3. Static commutative (scbc) of bank account operations. Static independency (SIE) values shown abbreviated
in braces. 𝐸 1 in rows, 𝐸 2 in columns. Accept (A) and Reject
(R) for SIE correspond to Go for scbc since scbc does not
distinguish between direct accepts and rejects, because
failing preconditions do not necessarily abort the transaction.
Delay corresponds with No.
scbc(𝐸 1,𝐸 2 )

Open

Open
Deposit
Withdraw
Interest

No
No
No (R) Go
Go (R) No (A)
No (R) No (A)

5.1

Deposit

Withdraw

Interest

Go (R)
No
No
No

No
No (A)
No (A)
Go

rv-ser. Transactions are encoded as sequences of operations, which consist of operation types, parameters and observed return values. tla+ module extensions enable modularization by extending different models, representing different objects with their own operations, internal state and
effect functions. The rv-ser and cbc definitions only require
RetVal(s,o) and Eff(s,o) functions to be present. rv-ser itself is a direct specification of commit test in Equation (2).
rv-ser is checked with the property: RVSerializability(
InitialState, transactions). This enables a) “unit testing”
by model checking hard coded values and b) model checking of
conformance for algorithms represented in tla+ or pluscal.

LoCA with Independent Events

In earlier work LoCA was used with (Statically) Independent
Events ((s)ie) [23, 25]. In this paper we maintain the global
algorithm (and implementation) and swap in cbc in order
to achieve serializability.

2pl/2pc. The formalization of 2pl/2pc specifies two
processes: the transaction manager and the resource manager.
The transactions manager asks multiple resources to vote on
an operation of the transaction. If all accept, the transaction
manager tells the resources to commit the operation. If one of
the resources voted abort, the manager aborts all operations
in the transactions. This guarantees atomic commit: either all
resources commit the transaction, or none. The assumptions
are, without loss of generality, that messages between these
resources are a monotonically growing shared set, meaning
that they are never lost, but can be received out of order.
When a resource manager commits an operation, the
operation with observed return value is tracked. The model
checker tlc checks if the operations are valid under rv-ser
for each execution state. It turns out this is indeed the case
for models up to at least 3 transactions and resources.

Static cbc at compile time using smt. A subset of
cbc, dubbed static cbc (scbc), is independent of the current
run-time state, e.g. deposits are always allowed, independent
of the actual amount or balance. Determining scbc offline
results in less computational overhead at run time. Table 3
shows static scbc and how values differ with SIE for a simple
bank account example. Both are generated by leveraging
an smt-solver (z3 [8]) in which the resource’s preconditions,
effects and states are modeled (or generated from another
specification), similarly to SIE’s analysis [23].
scbc is a subset of cbc: scbc(𝑝,𝑞) =∀𝑠.cbc(𝑠,𝑝,𝑞), denoting
which operations are always cbc independently of a specific
run-time state, corresponding to rvc. The smt-solver finds
these pairs of non-conflicting operations by searching for
counter examples where operations do conflict.
SIE is more lenient because it assumes that in-progress
operations are valid on the resource (return ok). In order
to maintain rv-ser, scbc is more strict and also requires
operations to be swapped without exposing different return
values next to the ok or nok of an operation. Also note that
scbc does not have any Reject since it considers nok to be
just another return value.
Since this analysis is offline, LoCA can use the results to
reduce computational overhead at run time.

LoCA. The formalization of LoCA follows the same format
as the 2pl/2pc formalization, except the resource manager can
have multiple transactions in progress at the same moment
in time, hence the improved concurrency. After handling
messages, the resource processes the queued (committed) and
delayed operations when applicable. Committed operations
are tracked for rv-ser property validation by the model
checker. LoCA only allows operations in parallel that pass
the constructive cbc from property Equation (1).
LoCA’s pseudo-specification is found in Listing 1 and
follows the message contract of a 2pc resource manager. The
main difference with 2pl/2pc is the simultaneous receiving of
all message types of 2pl/2pc representing being in multiple
transactions at the same time when operations are cbc*.
Variable operations tracks the observed operations per
transaction, which are in turn checked to be rv-ser. The
either/or construct denotes that any of these branches can
occur when running the algorithm, which is important for
defining the whole state space. The algorithm also branches
at pick s.t., which picks a value such that the right hand

6 Model Checking LoCA and rv-ser

In this section we look at two algorithms for synchronization
and atomic commitment, their formalization in tla+ and
their conformance to rv-ser. We also seed bugs and wrong
input models to validate that the model checker finds
mistakes with counter examples in Section 7. This shows that
LoCA is indeed rv-ser.
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7 Initial Validation

Listing 1. LoCA formalization

Bug seeding. In order to validate our definition of both
cbc and rv-ser we introduce some bugs so that the model
checker finds them in:
• the formalization of 2pl/2pc, where a resource could
commit a different transaction than already voted for.
The rv-ser property found an error trace, showing
that it is capable of detecting non-serializability in
algorithms.
• the formalization of LoCA with cbc rules for a bank
account, and a bug where delayed (non-cbc) operations
where not correctly aborted the model checker found
an error trace where the resource processes terminate
with still in-progress operations.
• the formalization of LoCA, when not checking
for cbc-enabled operations, and thus allowing all
operations to occur and vote instead of delay. rv-ser
is violated and a counter example is found, with a
non-serializable schedule.
• the formalization of LoCA with static SIE, where
it finds non-rv-ser traces for non-commutative
operation pairs. This shows that SIE is not serializable
and rv-ser detects this correctly.
• the formalization of cbc with 𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡𝑠𝑞𝑝 left out and the
account specification changed to track a list of previous
transfers on Withdraw and Deposit. The checker finds
a problematic example where the order of transfers is
different on different accounts.

queued = {}; inProgress = []; delayed = [];
state = InitialState; operations = {}
while true:
# receive any of the 2PC messages
on receive of VoteRequest:
either # Either vote yes
o = pick s.t. CBC* (state, inProgress, o)
inProgress += o
reply VoteCommit(o)
or # vote no/abort
reply VoteAbort(o)
or # or delay until dependent operations finish
o = pick s.t. ¬CBC* (state, inProgress, o)
delayed += o
on receive of GlobalCommit(o):
queued += o # queue for commit
on receive of GlobalAbort(o):
inProgress -= o
delayed -= o
# Apply all applicable
queued (ready for commit/apply) operations
while Head(inProgress) ∈ queued:
inP = Head(inProgress)
# track per transaction for
RV-SER-check, including observed return value
operations[inP.tId] += <inP, RetVal(inP, state)>;
state = Eff(inP, state); # Apply Eff to state
inProgress -= inP
queued -= inP
# if next delayed is CBC, then start voting
while CBC* (state, inProgress, Head(delayed)):
o = Head(delayed)
either
reply VoteCommit(o)
inProgress += o
or
reply VoteAbort(o)
delayed -= o

2pl/2pc is rv-ser. To confirm the formalization of
rv-ser we introduce a bug in the 2pl/2pc formalization,
for which the model checker should find a problematic
case. The formalization is serializable for read/write level
operations [24], so if the same bug is also found by rv-ser,
it gives us more confidence of its correctness.
The bug in the formalization allows resources to abort
after voting for a different transaction. The counter example
exploits this by aborting an earlier accepted transaction,
therefore violating atomicity. Eventually this leads to
different resources committing to transactions in different
orders. The rv-ser model check finds operations which
expose values which are not observable under serializability.
LoCA with cbc* is rv-ser. The formalization of LoCA
is model checked with a bank account instance for the
RetVal and Eff functions. For small numbers of objects and
transactions, it does not violate rv-ser, as designed.
When a bug is introduced where delayed operations are
not correctly aborted, the model checker finds a counter
example where not all in-progress events are handled.

side is true. Global variables are defined on top, where {}
and [] respectively represent (empty) sets and sequences.
Appending (+=) to sequences is at the end. Removing (-=)
removes all instances of the element from the set or sequence.
LoCA’s formalization is generic in the sense that it requires
only two functions (Eff and RetVal) and InitialState
available that capture domain knowledge. CBC* uses these
functions and follows Equation (1). Multiple conflict relations
can be configured, including IE, SIE, cbc and scbc.

LoCA without cbc* is not rv-ser. When introducing
a bug similar to the LoCA formalization, where resources
can commit transactions not yet voted for, rv-ser finds a
counter example where a balance is returned by GetBalance
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that would not be visible in a serializable schedule. This
strengthens our claim that rv-ser defines serializability and
that cbc* is sufficient for achieving serializability.

IE however, is not serializable, since does not consider 𝜔 or
the swapped states, allowing different orderings on multiple
objects, also for non-commuting operations.
rv-ser defines which instances of IE are non-serializable.
However, a subset of IE operations, coinciding with cbc is
still serializable, i.e. the commutative parts.
LoCA with cbc* computes more (just as IE) at runtime than
2pl/2pc, so this is really beneficial if waiting/blocking/locks
become the bottleneck, and spare cpu power is available. Due
to graceful degradation to 2pl/2pc with no in-progress and
non-cbc operations, performance is always on par or better
than 2pl/2pc in practice [23, 25].
All discussed conflict-relations are related: SIE ⊆ IE,
cbc ⊆ IE, scbc ⊆ cbc, scbc ⊆ SIE. IE is the “most concurrent”.
Each static variant is stricter than its dynamic counterpart.
Previous performance evaluations using (s)IE [23, 25]
show that LoCA increases throughput and reduces latency
in high-contention scenarios. Since scbc has similar Go
results, as shown in Table 3, performance improvement of
LoCA with (s)cbc will be on par with LoCA with (𝑠)IE, since
performance evaluation would follow the same pattern.
LoCA with cbc gives serializable isolation guarantees,
which is closer to what modellers and business experts expect
when working with modeling languages such as Rebel. Subtle
non-serializable behavior of LoCA with IE can be a problem
for them. Also, one can model with serializability in mind,
but swap out cbc for IE when more performance is needed
and extra studying the specific behavior.
SIE [23] has two variants (Accept/Reject) in order to
reduce overhead and increase parallelism at run time: either
directly vote commit or abort an incoming operation. Since
an abort vote directly finishes the transaction for that
resource, it no longer has to consider this operation when
handling other incoming operations. For some more domain
specific use cases, such as Rebel [26, 27] for SIE, specialized
static analyses based on some grouping of return values can
be useful, but it is not generalizable.
Similarly to Adya’s [1] and Crooks’ [7] formalizations, rvser does only consider committed transactions. Transactions
can abort by different functional (failing preconditions) and
non-functional (deadlock, time-out, etc) reasons. One can
argue that operations aborted for functional reasons, should
still abort when swapped, but this is out of scope for this
paper and could be encoded in the return values of committed
operations. 2pl/2pc and LoCA only emit operations of
committed transactions. Model checking with tla+ specification of return-value serializability does indeed find that
all possible executions produced this way are serializable.

LoCA with SIE is not rv-ser. In order to validate both
cbc* and rv-ser, LoCA is configured to use a conflict relation
as defined by SIE (see Table 3). The model checker find an
error set of transactions, containing a pair of Withdraw and
Deposit operations. Thet are SIE, but not cbc*, since the effect
of an in-progress Withdraw never influences the acceptance
of a Deposit. However, in order to be cbc it should also be
possible to swap the operations without changing the return
value. In this case a Deposit coming earlier can switch a
Withdraw ↑nok to Withdraw ↑ok, when availability of enough
balance is dependent on the Deposit. The rv-ser property
is sufficient to find such is problem. This gives us confidence
that cbc* indeed leads to rv-ser behavior and also that
rv-ser is a sufficient for cbc, and thus serializability.
cbc requires 𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡ 𝑠𝑞𝑝 . The previous examples do not
show the need for 𝑠𝑝𝑞 ≡ 𝑠𝑞𝑝 in cbc, since there are no later
operations that read non-directly changed state. If the account
operations also store the history of transfers in internal state
and directly exposes this in the return value, this becomes
problematic, because a future query operation can now expose this in a non-serializable fashion. In this case the history
becomes ordered differently for different objects, which is
not serializable. The found counter example shows this.

8 Discussion

cbc, rv-ser and models. cbc and rv-ser support use
of higher-level operations or complete models, with as
much tool support as possible. rv-ser enables automatic
checking using model checkers of specific scenarios and
models. A change in the modeling approach can have big
impact in performance, e.g. a Covid vaccination appointment
could be a modeled as lots of separate timeslot objects,
for which concurrency needs to be managed individually.
Another modelling approach where timeslots are grouped
per location and time and a counter of the total available
slots at that time. This is similar to an AddRemove counter
crdt[20, 21], which does not require coordination. Tradeoffs
in performance/modeling become explicit by analyses with
(s)cbc. Now this tradeoff a business decision backed by data,
instead of a problem of the implementers.
Contract. cbc requires a quite strong contract on all
operations with associated deterministic, side-effect-free
functions. Applications have to be modelled in this sense to
reap the benefits. In related work [23], a similar constraint
is valid in up to 61 % of operations for realistic use cases. We
expect cbc to hold similarly.

8.1 Threats to Validity
8.1.1 Limitations. This approach focusses on distributed
objects that communicate via messages or methods and, to
guarantee serializable isolation, requires that these methods
are the only way to change and query the object state.

IE and rv-ser. Another conflict relation compatible with
LoCA is IE [23, 25] (IE(𝑠,𝑝 ↑ok,𝑞) = retVal(𝑠𝑝 ,𝑞) ≡ retVal(𝑠,𝑞)).
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This is a good fit for generating an implementation from
higher level domain models, but might not be for low-level
implementations, where extra care has to be taken to not
break the abstraction.

operations should wait. In a sense, LoCA with cbc achieves
the same by allowing commuting operations to swap and
interleave. It differs in providing both run-time and static approaches to automatically detect this. LoCA does not focus on
replicas at the moment, but could be extended to support this.

State space explosion. The model checking in the validation is run only on small model instances and on a single
bank account example. The state space explosion that comes
with larger model instances (more objects and transactions)
make it unfeasible to model check due to time constraints.
However, in line with the small scope hypothesis [13], we
assume that most isolation violations can be found in small
examples. Anomalies with larger error traces or complex
interleaving of multiple objects, transactions and mixed
use cases might not be found with the current approach.
The definition of rv-ser can be implemented separately to
improve performance and thus increase feasibility.

10 Conclusion

Data consistency and performance are a trade-off in many
cases. Coordination is required to keep data in sync. However,
commutative operations can be done without coordination,
because the order of operations does not influence the
resulting state and observed return values.
This paper focusses on return-value commutativity, which
looks at the client-perspective of higher level operations.
Swapped operations should return the same return values
when operations are executed in different order. If this is
the case, non-serializable schedules of lower level read/write
operations, are serializable on a higher level, because
swapped operations are identical from client perspective to
a serializable schedule. This insight enables using invariants
from higher level operations to allow more schedules and
with that improve throughput and latency.
We propose Return-Value Serializability (rv-ser), a definition of higher level operations, which defines when a schedule
is serializable with respect to the observed return values.
Next to that we define, Contract-Based Commutativity (cbc),
an implementable definition leading to rv-ser. The LocalCoordination Avoidance (LoCA) algorithm uses an optimized
constructive variant (cbc*) of cbc to allow swapping of cbc
operations at run time, which results in improved parallelism
where possible. This leads to reduction in high-contention bottlenecks, which increases performance and reduces latency.
rv-ser and LoCA are formalized in tla+ and validated
by seeding bugs, which are detected by a model checking.
Static cbc (scbc) is the subset of statically determinable
cbc operations, e.g. depositing money can always done
in parallel. An algorithm can use this information to
shortcut potentially expensive dynamic cbc computations
at run time. scbc is determined for a set of operations by
using an smt solver. We compare scbc for a bank account
example to a non-serializable conflict relation SIE. The tla+
formalization also detects non-serializability of SIE and
confirms serializability of static and dynamic cbc.
Commutativity-based rescheduling of higher-level operations is often discussed, but not often used in practice, because
it requires (manual) defining of the conflicting operations. Our
approach enables automatically deriving of conflicting operations at both run and compile time and we believe this is a
sweet-spot between over-specifying and error-prone manual
specifying of conflicting operations. It also lowers the bar
for model driven approaches for distributed objects, where
modellers write intuitive model based on serializable isolation
semantics, and our tools can optimize for speed when it is safe.

9 Related Work

cbc is powered by contacts and models of objects. This fits
well with Domain-Driven Design [9] and Command-Query
Responsibility Segregation. More work [4, 5] is being done
on reusing models to increase parallelism and performance.
Coordination Avoidance, Confluence and calm.
Confluence[12] looks at observable behavior. A program is
considered confluent if it produces the same set of outputs for
all orderings of its input. Changes in the order of messages
do not influence the observable outcomes, such as the return
values. Invariant confluence is a necessary and sufficient
condition for coordination avoidance [3]: a coordination-free
execution. Non-invariant-confluent operations require
coordination for correctness. This is similar to what LoCA
with cbc guarantees: a subset of operations can be run
concurrently without coordination. For non-cbc operations,
coordination or delay is required to maintain correctness.
The calm theorem [12] describes that monotonic programs
only move forward, and never back. They do not need to
retract any output. LoCA with cbc should never have to
retract a value returned to a client and maintains them
when operations are swapped internally. LoCA, cbc* and
scbc-tooling are a constructive approach towards calm
programs, including runtime performance optimizations.
Conflict-free Replicated Data Types [20, 21] are data
structures that allow updates without coordinating. However,
they are non-trivial to use, due to limited operations. LoCA
with cbc allows programmers and designers to write models
and code as they would normally and automatically enables
high-performance where cbc allows this.
Observable Atomic Consistency [29], related to RedBlue
Consistency [16], makes distinction between commutative
and totally ordered operations. Commutative operations can
interleave on different replicas, but as soon as total operation
is requested the replicas synchronize and other (commutative)
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